Integrative TCM Guide: Pathology - Interpreting Blood Tests into a Chinese Medicine Framework
By Clare PYERS
This book is a comprehensive guide to all aspects of analysing blood test results in a Chinese medicine framework. Laid out in an easy to read, concise format, each test is analysed and described in detail. The clinically relevant information is described in a level of detail never previously seen.
Special: AU$133.45

Psycho-Emotional Pain and the Eight Extraordinary Vessels
By Yvonne R. FARRELL and David CHAN
Understanding and working with the Eight Extras provides a valuable way of treating patients who struggle to heal. Combining detailed theory with ideas for practical application, this book explains the value of this ancient system in supporting patients’ consciousness and promoting hope for the future.
Special: AU$45.00

Fundamentals of Acupuncture
By Nigel CHING & Charles BUCK
This book clearly explains the basic foundations and principles of acupuncture and Chinese Medicine. It covers the theories of yin and yang, the five phases, the physiology of the body, the internal organs, the channel system, acupuncture points and point functions and indications, needling techniques and aetiological factors.
Special: AU$111.35

Yellow Monkey Emperor’s Classic of Chinese Medicine
By Damo MITCHELL & Spencer HILL
Covering 78 syndromes of Chinese medicine, these cartoons graphically illustrate the disturbances and illnesses that can affect the Zang Fu, as they are understood in Chinese medicine. Learn and remember the syndromes of Chinese medicine, their causes, symptoms and treatment protocols with these witty cartoons, rich with Daoist humor.
Special: AU$37.30

By Brad WHISNANT
Step by step instructions with points, theory, images, examples and case studies. This book is essential if you have patients with any problem from the neck up. Master Tung, I Ching and Balance methods are interwoven and explained to give you maximum healing ability. Special: AU$76.45

Huang Di Nei Jing Ling Shu:
The Ancient Classic on Needle Therapy
By Paul U. UNSCHULD
The Ling Shu constitutes the foundation of a two-thousand-year healing tradition that remains active to this day. No other text offers such broad insights into the thinking and manifest action of the authors of the time.
Special: AU$152.15

Live Long Live Well: Teachings from the Chinese Nourishment of Life Tradition
By Peter DEADMAN
Live Well Live Long explores the wonderful Chinese tradition of nourishing life (yang-sheng). Continuously developed over more than 25 centuries, it serves as a workshop manual for the care of the human body, mind and spirit.
Special: AU$59.45

The Essential Teachings of Sasang Medicine: An Annotated Translation of Lee Je-ma’s Dongeui Susei Bowon
By Gary WAGMON
Sasang Medicine, the only complete Korean medical system and philosophy, is made accessible in English for the first time through this annotated translation of Lee Je-ma’s foundational text, the Dongeui Susei Bowon.
Special: AU$74.80

Extended Meridians of Zen Shiatsu: A Guidebook and Colouring Book
By Elaine LIECHTI & Carola BERESFORD-COOKE
This guide and colouring book allows you to draw along the path of each meridian. An effective revision tool for students of Zen shiatsu, it includes 39 double-page spreads with anatomical meridian drawings and tips on locating the meridian and the points.
Special: AU$28.86
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